Pictures of Success is a vivid and striking collection of 80 pictures that together redefine 'success'. Inspiring quotes and stories show how engaging with big issues can enrich lives, be the motive force for pioneering enterprises and make the world a better place.

Launched in 2013, Pictures of Success has been hailed by primary and secondary schools as a fresh new resource that is useful both within and outside the mainstream curriculum.

Brilliant talking points and inspirational pictures for pupils of all ages.

With a growing user network and the development of web sites and social media, pioneering schools using Pictures of Success include Avonbourne College, Bournemouth and Oaklands Primary School, Biggin Hill.

Purchase the boxed set of Pictures of Success directly from CarbonSense Foundation.

Price: £95* + £5 postage & packing

*includes schools discount

For introductory workshops, training for teachers or more information, please call or email Carbonsense Foundation.

donor.martin@carbonsense.com
Office: 01626 777274
Mobile: 07817 746355
www.picturesofsuccess.org
pictures OF
success
for schools

Pictures of Success is underpinned by the ethical principles of the UN-inspired Earth Charter.

The Earth Charter is a philosophy for success. It charts a way forward for the human race, for business and towards a more sustainable way of life.

Peter Head CBE

Should be delivered to every school in the country.

Peter Matthews, Castlepoint

Great presentation and very inspiring.

Hugo Spowers, Riversimple

The Earth Charter is an important initiative to promote greater understanding of the environment, peace, human rights and development issues.

Dr. Douglas Boum, Chair, Earth Charter UK

Pictures of Success was developed as a part of a project to raise awareness of development issues and the Millennium Development Goals.

The project, with Earth Charter UK, was part-funded by the Department for International Development.
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